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Flexion Reflex Can Interrupt and Reset the Swimming
Rhythm
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The spinal cord can generate the hip flexor nerve activity underlying leg withdrawal (flexion reflex) and the rhythmic, alternating hip
flexor and extensor activities underlying locomotion and scratching, even in the absence of brain inputs and movement-related sensory
feedback. It has been hypothesized that a common set of spinal interneurons mediates flexion reflex and the flexion components of
locomotion and scratching. Leg cutaneous stimuli that evoke flexion reflex can alter the timing of (i.e., reset) cat walking and turtle
scratching rhythms; in addition, reflex responses to leg cutaneous stimuli can be modified during cat and human walking and turtle
scratching. Both of these effects depend on the phase (flexion or extension) of the rhythm in which the stimuli occur. However, similar
interactions between leg flexion reflex and swimming have not been reported. We show here that a tap to the foot interrupted and reset the
rhythm of forward swimming in spinal, immobilized turtles if the tap occurred during the swim hip extensor phase. In addition, the hip
flexor nerve response to an electrical foot stimulus was reduced or eliminated during the swim hip extensor phase. These two phase-
dependent effects of flexion reflex on the swim rhythm and vice versa together demonstrate that the flexion reflex spinal circuit shares key
components with or has strong interactions with the swimming spinal network, as has been shown previously for cat walking and turtle
scratching. Therefore, leg flexion reflex circuits likely share key spinal interneurons with locomotion and scratching networks across
limbed vertebrates generally.
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Introduction
Central pattern generators (CPGs) are networks of neurons in the
CNS that can generate the rhythmic neural activity underlying
many rhythmic behaviors, including several forms of locomotion

and scratching (Brown, 1911; Marder and Calabrese, 1996). An
ongoing question is to what extent each CPG shares components
with other CPGs or with neural circuits that control episodic
behaviors (Briggman and Kristan, 2008; Berkowitz et al., 2010).
Sherrington (1906, 1910) noted the similarity of leg withdrawal
(flexion reflex) to the flexion phase of walking in cats and dem-
onstrated strong interactions between flexion reflex and walking.
It was later proposed that the sensory neurons that trigger the late
component of flexion reflex (flexion reflex afferents) activate
common components of the flexion reflex circuit and the walking
CPG in cats (Jankowska et al., 1967; Lundberg, 1979; Hultborn,
2006). Evidence has accumulated that spinal cord circuits con-
trolling flexion reflex and walking do share some components
(Lundberg, 1979; Burke, 1999; McCrea, 2001; Duysens et al.,
2013). Many spinal cord interneurons are activated during the
forward swimming rhythm, scratching rhythms, and flexion re-
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Significance Statement

The spinal cord can generate leg withdrawal (flexion reflex), locomotion, and scratching in limbed vertebrates. It has been
hypothesized that there is a common set of spinal cord neurons that produce hip flexion during flexion reflex, locomotion, and
scratching based on evidence from studies of cat and human walking and turtle scratching. We show here that flexion reflex
and swimming also share key spinal cord components based on evidence from turtles. Foot stimulation can reset the timing
of the swimming rhythm and the response to each foot stimulation can itself be altered by the swim rhythm. Collectively,
these studies suggest that spinal cord neuronal networks underlying flexion reflex, multiple forms of locomotion, and
scratching share key components.
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flex motor patterns in turtles, consistent
with shared circuitry for these three be-
haviors (Berkowitz, 2010). Other turtle
spinal interneurons, however, are acti-
vated selectively during flexion reflex
motor patterns and are inhibited during
both swimming and scratching rhythms
(Berkowitz, 2007). Therefore, the extent
of sharing of circuitry between flexion re-
flex and locomotion is still uncertain.

One of the most definitive criteria to
show that a neuron is a member of a CPG
is the demonstration that brief stimula-
tion of the neuron can disrupt and reset
the CPG rhythm such that the timing
of the rhythm remains altered well after
the perturbing stimulus (Marder and
Calabrese, 1996). This criterion, however,
usually fails for larger CPGs such as are
typical in vertebrates, presumably because
each neuron makes only a small contribu-
tion to such a large network. However, it is
sometimes still possible to reset a verte-
brate CPG rhythm by activating an entire
neural circuit for another behavior, thus
demonstrating that the networks control-
ling these two behaviors either share key
components or have strong interactions.

It has been shown previously that
activation of a flexion reflex motor pat-
tern can reset the walking rhythm in cats
(Duysens, 1977b; Schomburg et al., 1998;
McCrea, 2001) and scratching rhythms in
turtles (Currie and Stein, 1989), consis-
tent with shared circuitry for these behav-
iors. In addition, sensory stimulation that
normally activates a flexion reflex can
have phase-dependent effects during cat
and human walking or walking rhythms
(Forssberg et al., 1975, 1977; Andersson et
al., 1978; Schomburg et al., 1978; Forss-
berg, 1979; Crenna and Frigo, 1984;
Duysens et al., 1990; Degtyarenko et al.,
1998; Burke, 1999; McCrea, 2001; Spaich
et al., 2004; Sandrini et al., 2005; Duysens
et al., 2013).

It has been unclear, however, whether
cutaneous flexion reflex can also reset
swimming rhythms. Lennard (1985) tes-
ted this hypothesis through electrical
stimulation of leg cutaneous nerves in tur-
tles during actual swimming movements
and was unable to reset the swimming
rhythm. Currie and Stein (1989) hypothesized, however, that to
avoid activation of leg proprioceptors (which themselves reset
the swim rhythm) during an actual flexion reflex movement,
Lennard had to use cutaneous nerve stimuli that were too weak to
reset the swim rhythm. Here, we tested the hypothesis that a
stronger flexion-reflex-evoking foot skin stimulus can reset the
swimming rhythm in turtles when movement-related sensory
feedback is eliminated. We found that the flexion reflex stimulus
often does reset the swim rhythm in a phase-dependent manner.
In addition, the flexion reflex response to an electrical foot stim-

ulus was itself altered in a phase-dependent manner. These find-
ings demonstrate that the neural circuit for flexion reflex and the
swimming CPG share key elements or have strong interactions
between them.

Materials and Methods
Physiological methods. Physiological methods have been described previously
(Lennard and Stein, 1977; Stein et al., 1982; Robertson et al., 1985; Currie
and Stein, 1989; Berkowitz, 2001, 2002) and are summarized briefly here.

Animal preparations. Adult red-eared turtles (n � 6), Trachemys
scripta elegans, of both sexes, weighing 350 – 800 g, were spinally tran-

Figure 1. Examples of a typical fictive motor pattern evoked by a foot tap on its own (A) and during the HE phase of fictive
swimming (B, C) evoked by electrical stimulation of the contralateral lateral funiculus (B) in a spinally transected, immobilized
turtle. B shows the entire fictive swim episode. C expands the time at which the foot tap occurred (gray box in B). Note that the foot
tap quickly ended the HE burst, triggered a brief, high-amplitude HF burst at short latency, and caused a second, high-amplitude
HF burst to occur soon afterward. IT-KE and FT-KE, iliotibialis and femorotibialis knee extensors, respectively.
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sected between the dorsal 2 (D2) and D3 roots under hypothermic anal-
gesia (Robertson et al., 1985; Berkowitz, 2001). Several motor nerves
were dissected free on the right (ipsilateral) side for extracellular record-
ing: the hip flexor (HF), ventral puboischiofemoralis internus, pars an-
teroventralis; the hip extensor (HE), flexor cruris, pars flexor tibialis
internus; and the knee extensors (KEs), triceps femoris, pars iliotibialis
(IT-KE), pars ambiens (AM-KE), and/or pars femorotibialis (FT-KE)
(Robertson et al., 1985). After surgery, turtles were allowed to warm to
room temperature, immobilized with gallamine triethiodide (8 mg/kg,
i.m.; Sigma-Aldrich), and artificially ventilated. All animal procedures
were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of
the University of Oklahoma.

Electrophysiology. Nerves were submerged in mineral oil surrounded
by a wax well molded onto the turtle carapace. Each nerve’s action po-
tentials were recorded extracellularly using a pair of 100 �m silver wires.
Recordings were filtered (band-pass 0.1–1.0 kHz) and amplified
(�1000) using differential amplifiers (A-M Systems) and stored on a
digital audio tape recorder (TEAC America).

Stimulation. Flexion reflex motor patterns (henceforth referred to as
the fictive flexion reflex) were evoked by mechanical or electrical stimu-
lation of the dorsal foot skin ipsilateral to the nerve recordings at a site
that evoked the reflex strongly and reliably. The (immobilized) hindlimb
was kept in an extended position in each experiment. The mechanical
stimulus was a brief, gentle tap using a glass rod with a fire polished tip
attached to a force transducer (Grass Technologies/Astro-Med) (Stein et
al., 1982; Currie and Stein, 1989). The electrical stimulus was current
passed between a pair of gold-plated disk electrodes (Grass Technolo-
gies) with their centers �1 cm apart that were affixed to the dorsal foot
skin using electrode cream (Grass Technologies) (Currie and Stein, 1989;
Berkowitz, 2007) either as a train of 5 1 ms pulses delivered at 100 Hz or
a single 100 ms pulse (4 –90 V). Forward-swimming motor patterns
(henceforth referred to as fictive swimming) were evoked by electrical
stimulation in the D3 contralateral lateral funiculus (0.1 ms, 0.1– 0.5 mA
pulses at 40 Hz for 10 –20 s) using a pair of 100 �m silver wires (Califor-
nia Fine Wire), insulated except at the tips, with one tip contacting the
spinal cord and the other in the surrounding saline; such stimulation
evokes unilateral swimming movements or motor patterns in the con-
tralateral hindlimb (Lennard and Stein, 1977; Juranek and Currie, 2000;
Berkowitz, 2002). Scratching motor patterns were evoked by continual
gentle rubbing of a single site within the receptive field of one scratch
form at �3– 4 Hz using a glass probe with a fire-polished tip attached to
a force transducer (Grass Technologies) (Stein et al., 1982; Mortin et al.,
1985). Three minutes of rest was allowed between stimuli. To compare
fictive swimming with and without mechanically evoked fictive flexion
reflex, these two stimulation paradigms were alternated and the swim
stimulation parameters were kept identical. Similarly, to compare elec-
trically evoked fictive flexion reflex with and without fictive swimming
(or with and without fictive scratching), these two stimulation paradigms
were alternated and the flexion reflex stimulation parameters were kept

identical. Flexion reflex stimuli were delivered
at arbitrary phases of fictive swimming (or fic-
tive scratching), but the episodes were analyzed
separately according to the phase in which the
flexion reflex stimulus occurred.

Data analysis. Recordings were redigitized
and analyzed quantitatively using Datapac
(Run Technologies), rectified, and then sm-
oothed with 100 ms time constant. The DC
offset of each hip flexor nerve recording base-
line was adjusted to zero as needed using Data-
pac. The onset and offset of each burst (i.e., a
clear increase and then decrease in the nerve’s
rectified and smoothed amplitude) were deter-
mined in Datapac by positive and negative
slope crossings using custom-selected thresh-
olds. Cycle period was defined as the interval
between two successive HF burst onsets. Burst
duration was the interval between the onset
and offset of a burst. Mean burst amplitude
and integrated burst amplitude of HF were also

determined in Datapac. Statistical analyses were performed using Instat 3
(GraphPad Software) with p � 0.05 as the significance level.

Results
A turtle flexion-reflex motor pattern (Fig. 1A) typically includes a
brief, short-latency, high-amplitude HF burst, followed after a
pause of 20 –30 ms by a seconds-long and gradually declining HF
burst; the monoarticular knee extensor (FT-KE) is inactive dur-
ing the HF burst (Stein et al., 1982; Currie and Stein, 1989; Currie
and Lee, 1996). This is similar to the short-latency and long-
latency components of cat flexion reflex (Sherrington, 1910). In a
moving animal, the turtle flexion reflex retracts the limb into the
hindlimb pocket, allowing the animal’s shell to provide protec-
tion (Stein et al., 1982). A forward-swimming motor pattern (Fig.
1B,C) typically includes long HE bursts alternating with shorter
HF bursts. IT-KE bursts begin at about the same time as HF
bursts, whereas FT-KE bursts are delayed; there is a gradual in-
crease in cycle period during an episode (Lennard and Stein,
1977; Juranek and Currie, 2000; Berkowitz, 2002).

Foot taps during fictive swimming HE bursts
When we tapped the foot during the HE phase of fictive swimming,
the HE burst quickly ended (Fig. 1B,C). The HF nerve (blue) in
some cases displayed a brief, short-latency, high-amplitude burst
such as typically occurs as the initial component of fictive flexion
reflex elicited on its own (Fig. 1A), followed by a pause and then a
second burst; this pause was typically longer (�100 ms) than the
usual pause between the first and second components of a fictive
flexion reflex on its own (20–30 ms). The second HF burst was of
higher amplitude than a typical swim HF burst and occurred with-
out FT-KE activity, like a flexion reflex and unlike swimming, and
began earlier than the next swim HF burst normally would. How-
ever, this second burst was briefer than either a typical flexion reflex
or a typical swim HF burst. Therefore, this burst had characteristics
that differed from both a flexion reflex and a swim motor pattern
elicited on their own. We termed this a double-burst episode. In
other cases (data not shown), it was not possible to discriminate two
separate HF bursts; instead, there was a single, continuous HF burst
that did not decline all the way to the baseline and that also often
occurred earlier than the next fictive swim HF burst normally would.
We termed this a merged-burst episode. For practical reasons, we
separately analyzed double-burst and merged-burst episodes for
some purposes (see below), although it appears that there was a
continuum of responses to foot tap, with two separate HF bursts on

Figure 2. Swim HE bursts were shortened when a foot tap occurred during the fictive swim HE phase. Swim HE burst durations
(mean � SD) were significantly greater during control fictive swimming (gray bars) than during a foot-tap cycle of fictive swim-
ming (black bars) in all six animals tested. Asterisks indicate significant differences (Mann–Whitney test; p � 0.05).
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one end of the spectrum and a completely merged HF burst on the
other.

To assess quantitatively whether the fictive swim HE burst
ended prematurely when the foot was tapped, we compared fic-
tive swim HE burst durations during the foot-tap cycle to HE
burst durations during control fictive swimming with no foot
tap. For this purpose, we pooled cycles 2–5 of control fictive swim
episodes (which we alternated with foot-tap episodes), having
found that these cycles generally did not differ significantly in
cycle period (Kruskal–Wallis test, p � 0.05 in 4/5 animals tested).
In all six animals tested, the fictive swim HE burst duration was
significantly shorter (Mann–Whitney test) during foot-tap cycles
(Fig. 2, black bars) than during fictive swim control cycles (Fig. 2,
gray bars). Therefore, the foot tap did end the fictive swim HE
burst prematurely.

We compared HF burst durations after the foot tap separately
for double-burst and merged-burst episodes. For each animal,
the HF durations after the foot taps were compared with HF
durations during control fictive swim episodes. A Mann–Whit-
ney test was performed when the sample size for the animal was
large enough. In foot-tap episodes with double bursts, the mean
HF burst duration after the foot tap was significantly less than

control fictive swim HF burst durations in three of three animals
tested. In foot-tap episodes with merged bursts, the HF burst after
the foot tap differed significantly in duration from control HF
bursts in three of four animals tested; in two of these animals, the
foot-tap HF burst was longer and in one it was shorter. In five of
the six animals tested, the HF burst after the foot tap differed in
duration from control fictive swim HF bursts for double-burst
and/or merged-burst episodes.

The foot tap might, in principle, alter the HE and HF bursts
during the foot-tap cycle alone or it may also alter the timing of
subsequent cycles within the fictive swim episode. Therefore, we
also examined the timing of subsequent fictive swim cycles, de-
fined by the onset of each HF burst. Figure 3A shows that a foot
tap during a fictive swim HE burst could permanently alter the
timing of subsequent cycles. In this figure, we have aligned (by the
onset of swim stimulation) control-fictive swim (Fig. 3A1) and
fictive swim � foot tap (Fig. 3A2) episodes from the same animal
using the same swim stimulation parameters. In this case, the HF
bursts (blue) from the foot-tap episode (Fig. 3A2) began slightly
later than (i.e., lagged) the control-fictive swim HF bursts (Fig.
3A1) until the foot tap occurred; from this point forward, the
foot-tap HF bursts occurred earlier than (i.e., led) the control-

Figure 3. The fictive swim rhythm can be reset by a foot tap during the HE phase. A, Recordings from two episodes of fictive swimming in one animal are aligned by the timing of the swim
stimulation (with identical stimulation parameters). Note that the upper (control, A1) fictive swim HF rhythm slightly led the lower (foot tap-episode, A2) HF rhythm until the foot tap occurred (red
lines). After the foot tap, the lower HF rhythm consistently led the upper HF rhythm, showing that the fictive swim HF rhythm was reset by the foot tap and there was an extra HF burst at the end
(asterisk). Across animals, the fictive swim cycle immediately after a foot tap was significantly briefer (means � SD; Mann–Whitney test, p � 0.05) than fictive swim cycles from control episodes
(B) and often briefer than the fictive swim cycles just before and just after the foot-tap cycle within the same fictive swim episode (C).
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fictive swim HF bursts (see red lines) and there was an extra HF
burst at the end (asterisk). This shows that the timing of the
fictive swim rhythm was permanently reset by the HE-phase foot
tap in this episode, being phase advanced by the foot tap. This
appeared to be a consistent effect across animals when the foot
tap occurred during an HE burst.

We investigated quantitatively whether the fictive swim
rhythm was reset by an HE-phase foot tap using two approaches
separately for double-burst and merged-burst episodes; for
double-burst episodes, we defined the foot-tap cycle to include
both of the two HF bursts after the foot tap because it appeared
that the brief first burst was an “extra” burst associated with the
initial fictive flexion reflex response. First, we compared the du-
ration (i.e., cycle period) of the cycles in which a foot tap occurred
during the HE burst with cycles 2–5 of control fictive swim epi-
sodes (Fig. 3B). We found that the foot-tap cycles were signifi-
cantly shorter than control fictive swim cycles in all three animals
that exhibited a sufficient number of merged burst episodes and
in both animals that exhibited a sufficient number of double-
burst episodes. This shows that the fictive swim cycle with the
HE-phase foot tap was shorter than normal, but if the subsequent
fictive swim cycle was longer than normal, then the fictive swim
rhythm might still return to its original timing. Therefore, we also
compared statistically the duration of the fictive swim cycle
immediately after the foot-tap cycle to the duration of control
fictive swim cycles. We found that the fictive swim cycle after
a HE-phase foot tap did not differ significantly in duration
from control fictive swim cycles in 3 of 3 animals with suffi-

cient sample size to test (Mann–Whit-
ney test; p � 0.89, 0.11, and 0.23).

Second, we compared the duration
of the foot-tap cycle to the durations of
the cycles immediately before and after
this cycle within the same fictive swim
episode (Fig. 3C). We found that the
foot-tap cycle was significantly shorter
(Friedman’s test followed by post hoc
Dunn’s test) than the previous cycle or
shorter than the subsequent cycle in
both merged-burst and double-burst
episodes for the animal that yielded suf-
ficient data for this test.

Therefore, the fictive swim cycle dur-
ing which the foot tap occurred was short-
ened but subsequent fictive swim cycles in
the same episode had normal durations.
This demonstrates that the timing of fic-
tive swim cycles was reset by the foot tap,
such that each subsequent cycle began
earlier than it would have without the foot
tap. In other words, the flexion reflex
stimulation during the HE phase reset the
fictive swim rhythm by phase advancing
the rhythm.

Foot taps during fictive swimming
HF bursts
Foot taps had less dramatic and less con-
sistent effects when they occurred during
a fictive swim HF burst. The foot tap typ-
ically triggered an increase in amplitude
and sometimes duration of the HF burst
during which it occurred (Fig. 4). The du-

ration of this HF burst differed significantly from control fictive
swim HF burst durations in four of five animals with sufficient
data to test this, but it increased in three of these animals and
decreased in the other animal (Mann–Whitney test). There also
appeared to be no consistent effect on the timing of subsequent
fictive swim cycles (Fig. 4), in contrast to foot taps during HE
bursts. In one trial in one animal and two trials in another animal,
both the HF burst duration and the swim cycle duration clearly
increased on the foot-tap cycle, but the next swim cycle was of
normal duration, implying that the swim rhythm had been reset
with a phase delay (data not shown); the foot tap had been early in
the HF burst in one of these cases and approximately in the mid-
dle of the HF burst in the other two. To test the effect quantita-
tively across the entire dataset, we first compared the duration of
the cycle in which the foot tap occurred during an HF burst with
control fictive swim cycles. These differed significantly (Mann–
Whitney test) in only two of five animals, with a significant in-
crease in one animal and a significant decrease in the other.
Second, we compared the duration of the cycle in which the foot tap
occurred during a HF burst with the durations of the cycles imme-
diately before and after this in the same fictive swim episode. In both
of the animals for which there were enough data to perform this test,
there was no significant difference in cycle duration. Therefore, the
effect of foot tap was phase dependent: when it occurred during an
HE burst, it often reset the fictive swim rhythm, but when it occurred
during an HF burst, it had no consistent effect on subsequent fictive
swim cycle timing.

Figure 4. Example of a motor pattern evoked by a foot tap during the HF phase of fictive swimming. B expands the segment
indicated by the gray box in A. Note that the HF amplitude was increased, but there were no clear effects on the timing of either HF
or HE bursts. IT-KE and FT-KE, iliotibialis and femorotibialis knee extensors, respectively.
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Electrical foot stimulation during
fictive swimming
In addition to testing the effects of fictive
flexion reflex on fictive swimming, we
wished to test the effects of fictive swim-
ming on fictive flexion reflex. For this
purpose, we needed to use a foot stimulus
that was too weak to reset the fictive swim
rhythm and that, on its own, triggered a
fictive flexion reflex of intermediate am-
plitude and duration so that we could
detect an increase or decrease in fictive
flexion reflex due to the ongoing swim.
Therefore, we used an electrical stimulus
to the foot skin and adjusted its amplitude
in each animal to trigger an HF nerve re-
sponse of intermediate amplitude and du-
ration (Fig. 5A), less than that evoked by a
tap to the foot (Fig. 1A).

We separately analyzed electrical foot
stimuli that occurred during the HE and
the HF phases of fictive swimming. Figure
5A shows the HF response to an electrical
foot stimulus on its own. Figure 5B shows
the identical stimulus in the same animal
within a few minutes of the first stimulus
when the stimulus occurred during a fic-
tive swim HE burst. In this case, the HF
fictive flexion reflex response was entirely
eliminated, although there appeared to
be a brief pause in the ongoing HE activ-
ity. For comparison, we tested whether a
scratching motor pattern could also alter
the HF fictive flexion reflex response (data
not shown). Again, the HF fictive flexion
reflex response was entirely eliminated, although there was a brief
pause in the ongoing HE activity.

In general, the HF response to an electrical foot stimulus was
reduced or eliminated if it occurred during a fictive swim HE
burst. The HF fictive flexion reflex response was entirely elimi-
nated in three of six animals tested; in two of the other three
animals, it was significantly reduced in mean amplitude (Mann–
Whitney test); in the remaining animal, the sample size was too
small to perform the statistical test. Similarly, the HF response to
an electrical foot stimulus was reduced or eliminated when it
occurred during a pocket scratch HE burst. The response was
entirely eliminated in three of four animals tested and was signif-
icantly reduced in mean amplitude in the one remaining animal
(Mann–Whitney test).

The effects of swim on the response to an electrical foot stim-
ulus were less obvious and less consistent when the stimulus oc-
curred during an HF burst, showing a phase dependency similar
to that seen for foot tap responses. The electrical foot stimulus
typically evoked a small and brief (�50 ms) increase in the swim
HF activity (data not shown), similar to the initial component of
a flexion reflex on its own (Fig. 1A).

Discussion
The major finding of this study is that flexion-reflex-evoking
stimulation of the foot skin can interrupt and reset the fictive
forward swimming rhythm, phase advancing all subsequent
swim cycles in the fictive swim episode. This demonstrates that
the flexion reflex spinal circuit either shares key components with

the swim CPG or has strong interactions with it. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first demonstration that a leg flexion-reflex-
evoking stimulus can reset the swimming rhythm in any species.

Our finding contradicts Lennard’s (1985) finding that electri-
cal stimulation of a leg cutaneous nerve does not permanently
reset the rhythm of turtle forward swimming movements. How-
ever, as noted by Currie and Stein (1989), Lennard used a weak
stimulus that was subthreshold for a flexion reflex to avoid acti-
vating proprioceptive afferents that could themselves reset the
swim rhythm; this may have prevented Lennard from detecting
resetting caused by strong cutaneous stimulation. Our finding
confirms the prediction of Currie and Stein that resetting of the
fictive swim rhythm by foot stimulation would occur in an im-
mobilized preparation. Weak foot stimuli might simply be below
a threshold to trigger resetting. Alternatively, weak and strong
stimuli might activate populations of cutaneous sensory neurons
that promote opposite responses (hip extension and flexion, re-
spectively) differentially, similar to what has been seen in cats
(Sherrington and Sowton, 1911; Duysens and Pearson, 1976;
Duysens, 1977a).

This finding adds to previous evidence that flexion reflex stim-
uli can reset the forward walking rhythm in cats (Duysens, 1977b;
Schomburg et al., 1998; McCrea, 2001; Duysens et al., 2013) and
all three forms of scratching rhythms in turtles (Currie and Stein,
1989), thus collectively showing that flexion reflex shares key
components with or strongly interacts with CPGs for multiple
forms of locomotion and scratching in limbed vertebrates gener-
ally. Although this kind of evidence is indirect, the simplest

Figure 5. HF response to an electrical foot stimulus was reduced or eliminated during the HE phase of fictive swimming. The
stimulus voltage was adjusted to evoke a flexion reflex of intermediate amplitude and duration in HF on its own (A). In the same
animal, the same foot stimulus during a fictive swim HE burst triggered no HF response (B). IT-KE and FT-KE, iliotibialis and
femorotibialis knee extensors, respectively.
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hypothesis consistent with these data is probably that there are
hip-flexion-generating spinal interneurons shared among all of
these behaviors (Lundberg, 1979; Schomburg et al., 1998; Burke,
1999; McCrea, 2001; Duysens et al., 2013). This hypothesis is
consistent with previous findings that many spinal interneurons
are activated during all three motor patterns: fictive flexion reflex,
fictive locomotion, and fictive scratching (Berkowitz, 2002, 2005;
Berkowitz et al., 2006). It is true that there are also fictive flexion-
reflex-selective interneurons that are inhibited during fictive lo-
comotion and fictive scratching and that such interneurons can
actually be most inhibited during the HF phase of fictive locomo-
tion and fictive scratching (Berkowitz, 2007). However, it may
be that shared, multifunctional interneurons are more numerous
than flexion-reflex-selective interneurons and dominate interac-
tions between these circuits such that sudden activation of
flexion-phase interneurons is able to reset the locomotor and
scratching CPGs.

Other hypotheses are also consistent with our data. One alter-
native hypothesis is that the flexion reflex circuit shares some
components with locomotor CPGs and other components with
scratching CPGs. Some previous data are consistent with this
hypothesis: there are some spinal interneurons activated during
both fictive scratching and fictive flexion reflex, but not fictive
swimming (Berkowitz, 2002). Another alternative hypothesis is
that the interneurons necessary for generation of flexion reflex
are not members of the locomotor or scratch CPGs, but nonethe-
less have sufficiently strong interactions with those CPGs to reset
them. Although possible, this hypothesis leads to the question of
whether a neuron that has such a strong effect on a CPG should be
considered to be outside of the CPG (Hao et al., 2011).

We also found here that a flexion-reflex-evoking stimulus was
more likely to reset the fictive swim rhythm if it occurred during
the fictive swim HE phase, as opposed to the fictive swim HF
phase, and that HE-phase resets were always phase advances, as
has been found previously for cat walking rhythms (Schomburg
et al., 1998) and turtle scratching rhythms (Currie and Stein,
1989). In addition, the HF response to a weak flexion-reflex-
evoking stimulus was reduced or eliminated if it occurred during
the fictive swim (or fictive scratch) HE phase, but had less con-
sistent effects if it occurred during the fictive swim (or fictive
scratch) HF phase. Therefore, the effects of the foot stimulus were
phase dependent during fictive swimming.

This finding adds to previous evidence of phase-dependent
effects of flexion reflex stimuli during forward and backward
walking rhythms, especially from studies of cats and humans
(Forssberg et al., 1975, 1977; Andersson et al., 1978; Schomburg
et al., 1978; Forssberg, 1979; Wand et al., 1980; Crenna and Frigo,
1984; Buford and Smith, 1990; Duysens et al., 1990; Duysens et
al., 1992; Duysens et al., 1996; Degtyarenko et al., 1998; Burke,
1999; Ménard et al., 1999; Perreault et al., 1999; McCrea, 2001;
Spaich et al., 2004; Quevedo et al., 2005; Sandrini et al., 2005;
Hultborn, 2006; Knikou et al., 2006; Knikou, 2007; Knikou et al.,
2009; Duysens et al., 2013) and during swimming (Lennard,
1985) and all three forms of scratching rhythms in turtles (Currie
and Stein, 1989). Collectively, these findings suggest that leg flex-
ion reflex (as well as other leg reflexes) are modulated or gated
according to hip phase for multiple forms of locomotion and
scratching in limbed vertebrates generally. In addition, an axial
flexion reflex is gated out via phasic inhibition of sensory in-
terneurons during hatchling tadpole axial fictive swimming (Sil-
lar and Roberts, 1988, 1992). Phase-dependent inhibition of
sensory reflexes during rhythmic motor patterns has also been

demonstrated in other vertebrates and in several invertebrates
(Clarac et al., 1992; Clarac et al., 2000).

Modulation of flexion reflexes serves clear purposes during
walking. If not reduced during the hip extension phase, then the
flexion reflex could undermine an animal’s stability if the animal
is relying on extension of that leg to support its weight (McCrea,
2001). In addition, accentuation of flexion reflex during the hip
flexion phase may help the animal avoid obstacles contacted by
its leg (Forssberg, 1979; Wand et al., 1980; Buford and Smith,
1993; McCrea, 2001; Quevedo et al., 2005). It is less clear why
such flexion reflex modulation would be necessary during swim-
ming, because the animal does not rely on leg extension for
weight support during swimming. One explanation is that a flex-
ion reflex during the power stroke (HE phase) of forward swim-
ming would be disruptive to the animal’s ability to propel itself
forward, which could be very important when the animal is es-
caping from a predator, for example. A second explanation is that
largely shared circuits of multifunctional spinal interneurons for
flexion reflex, locomotion, and scratching evolved across limbed
vertebrates for other functional reasons that are unrelated to the
effects of foot stimulation on swimming or vice versa.

The potency of a flexion reflex stimulus to reset the fictive
swimming rhythm during the HE phase, but not the HF phase,
may also point to the primacy of HF-timed interneurons in spinal
rhythm generation. This kind of asymmetry has been seen previ-
ously in studies of spinal central pattern generation in turtles,
rodents, and cats (Duysens et al., 2013). For example, HE dele-
tions are much more common than HF deletions in turtle and cat
fictive scratching (Robertson et al., 1985; Lafreniere-Roula and
McCrea, 2005); the HF rhythm typically continues during these
HE deletions in turtle rostral scratching (Robertson and Stein,
1988) and HF-timed interneurons continue to fire rhythmically
(Stein and Daniels-McQueen, 2002). In addition, rhythmic
flexor motoneuron activity continues during non-resetting ex-
tensor deletions in mouse fictive locomotion, but extensor mo-
toneuron activity typically becomes tonic during flexor deletions
(Zhong et al., 2012).
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